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Number a time we receive queries in relation to rights over the designs, drawings, models, specifications
or reports (“Designs”) prepared upon an employer’s request for its various projects by an specialized
Architectural Engineering firms/individuals appointed for such purpose (the “Architectural Engineers”).
Employers are usually interested to know what kind of rights they have over the Designs and to what
extent. Also what is required to safeguard such rights, if any?
The matter of copy right over Designs is regulated under the law No. 7 for the year 2002 as amended by
law no. 32 for the year 2006 in respect of Author Copyrights and Parallel Rights otherwise known as
(“Copyright Law”).
The Copyright Law has referred to the different types of rights protected under it as the “work of Art” and
defined it as “Any original authored Work of Art in the filed of arts, fine arts or sciences of whatever type,
manner of expression, significance or purpose”.
And referred to the creator or originator of such Work of Art as the “Author” and defined it to be “The
person who originates the Work of Art. He whose name appears on or is ascribed to the Work of Art upon
publication as an author shall, unless a proof to the contrary is established, be considered as the Author
thereof”.
The law also gives the author and his universal successors, the exclusive and unlimited non-assignable
rights over the Works of Art.
Though the Copyrights Law refers and defines the Author as the originator of the Work of Art; the word
“Author” also implies and means the owner of the Work of Art.
Clause 2 of the Copyright Law has detailed the Work of Art that are covered under it, and pursuant to sub
clause 2 (7) of the Copyright Law; the protection is extended to the architectural works and designs,
engineering plans and layout (Designs) from the moment they are created. The Copyright Law offers
automatic protection from the moment of the creation of the Work of Art. The Copyright Law also has
regulated the way in which such Work of Art is to be registered to enable the Author to protect his rights
under the Copyright Law. Nevertheless, non registration of the Work of Art shall not prejudice any aspect
of protection provided under the law so long as the Author is able to proof his ownership to the Work of
Art.
When it comes to the protection of the Work of Art, the Copyright Law differentiates between the actual
Work of Art and the commercial exploitation of the Work of Art. While it is not clear as to the period within
which the Work of Art shall remain protected; the commercial exploitation of the Work of Art is protected
during the life time of the Author and for another 50 years commencing from the first calendar year
following the death of the Author. The Copyright Law also has not defined what “commercial exploitation”
means; however, clause 10 of the Copyright Law provides that “commercial exploitation” is any disposition
of the Work of Art by the Author or his successors for any consideration whatsoever. Therefore, the criteria
to determine whether the disposition is commercial or not lies on the consideration the Author or his
successors expect to receive from such exploitation.
By adopting the interpretation of the “Author” as being the owner of the Work of Art; then Architectural
Engineers are the owners of their Designs as they are the originators of the Designs and therefore, posses
all rights related thereto.

Hence, the Owner of the Design is capable, by way of contract or otherwise, of transferring or assigning his
ownership, copyright or the commercial exploitation of the Design to any third party and such agreement
is always valid and binding as long as it is in writing and the subject matter together with the purpose,
duration and territory thereof are specified.
Therefore it is indispensable for any employer upon entering into any Master Architectural Agreement/s to
ensure that the original copy of the Design along with all related copyrights are vested on him and that by
entering into such agreement the Architectural Engineers consent to the employer that he has the right to
transfer, assign and use the Design in whatever manner serves his purpose. The Author should also
acknowledge that the consideration of such transfer or assignment has been received. For more
protection, the employer may also introduce a provision in the contract that upon the completion and
delivery of the Design, he shall register his rights over the Design with the concerned authority to confirm
its ownership of the Design and protect his rights thereof.

